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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a torsion-free group, and K and A4 finite subsets of G with 
) Kj >, 2 and JMJ > 2. We denote by KM the set of the elements g E G which 
have at least one representation of the form g = km, where kE K and 
rng M. It is known [Ke] that in the described situation the following 
inequality always holds: 
IKMI 2 IK:) + /MI - 1. (1.1) 
The purpose of this paper is to determine the structure of K and M when 
the order of KM happens to be the minimal possible, namely, when 
1 KM1 = 1 KI + I MI - 1. We prove the following 
THEOREM 1. If G is a torsion-free group, K and M are subsets of G 
satisfying 
2<lKl, IMI<a (1.2) 
and 
(KM1 = IK:I + (MI - 1. (1.3) 
Then the subsets K and M have the form 
K= {a, aq, . . . . aq’-‘} (1.4) 
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where 
a, b, q E G, q# 1. 
A special case of Theorem 1 with the additional restriction 
llyl> 3( IA41 - 1)5 was proved in [FS]. The present work gives the proof 
for the general case. The authors are grateful to Graham Higman for men- 
tioning to them the relation of the problem discussed to the question of the 
absence of zero divisors in the group ring of a torsion-free group over an 
integral domain. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The condition and the statement of Theorem 1 are unchanged if K, A4 
are replaced by gK, Mh for any g, h E: G, whence we will always assume that 
1 E K, lEA4. (2.1) 
We will also assume that 
I4 2 WI, (2.2) 
replacing, if the need arises, K and M by K- ’ = { g E G 1 g- ’ E K} and M- ’ 
correspondingly. We introduce now a notion of a segment. If x E G, x # 1 
and A is a finite subset of G then a right x-segment of A is a subset P s A 
having the form 
P=(p,px ,..., pxs-I}, PEG, $21 (2.3) 
and satisfying 
Px ci A, Px-’ i?k A. (2.4) 
The number s will be called the length of the segment P, p- the lower 
element of P, and px”- I- the upper element of P. The left x-segment Q of 
some finite subset BG G is defined similarly: 
BI> Q= {q, xq, . . . . x’-‘q), 
where 
xQ ~2 B, x -IQ 6 8, qEG, t>l. 
The number of right x-segments of A will be denoted by B,(A), and the 
number of left x-segments of B will be denoted by b,(B). 
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Speaking of some product set AB, A c G, BEG, by segments of A we 
will always mean right segments, and by segments of B we mean left 
segments. 
In this notation Theorem 1 states that there exist q E G, q # 1, such that 
P,(K) = B&w = 1. 
Obviously, if for some finite subset A c G, b,(A) = n, then 
IAx\AI =n, (2.5) 
and, particularly, we obtain 
PROPOSITION 2.1 [FS]. Theorem 1 holds when [MI = 2. 
Proof: By (2.1) we assume that 
M= {Lq), qE G. 
Then (1.3) implies 
/KM1 = IKU Kql = [Kl + 1, 
whence lKq\ KI = 1 and by (2.3), P,(K) = 1. Obviously, /I,(M) = 1 as 
well. 1 
We will also use another fact proved in [FS]: 
PROPOSITION 2.2 [FS]. Theorem 1 holds for linearly orderable groups. 
The number of (q)-cosets having non-empty intersection with some 
finite subset A c G may, generally speaking, differ from the number of 
q-segments of A. For the present we note the following 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Theorem 1 holds if one of the subsets K, M is con- 
tained in one (q)-coset (right or left correspondingly) for some q E G, q # I. 
Proof: We give the proof for K, and the other case is similar. By (2.1) 
we may assume KS (q). Let 
i= 1 
be the representation of M as a disjoint union of subsets Mi, each 
contained in a different (left) (q)-coset. Suppose n > 2. Then 
IKMI= i [KM,/ 
i=l 
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Obviously, (1.1) holds for one-element subsets as well, whence 
IKMl>nlKI+ i lMil-n=IRI+IMI+I~l(n-l)-n 
i=l 
SO 
I-4 2 14 + WI, 
which contradicts assumption (1.3) of Theorem 1. Hence M is also con- 
tained in one (q)-coset, and by (2.1) we may assume that M s (q). The 
proof is completed by applying Proposition 2.2 to the linearly orderable 
grow Q = (0 I 
3. SET TRANSFORMATION 
In the proof of Theorem 1 we will use the set transformation introduced 
in [Ke]. The transformation is applied to a pair of sets K, M. If an 
XE G, x # 1 is given, then the transformation increases by one element 
upward all the x-segments of one of the two sets, say K, and takes off the 
upper elements of all the x-segments of the second set, M. As a result, two 
new sets are obtained, correspondingly K, and M,, with 
K,IK, M,cM. (3.1) 
We will not consider the case M, = 121 that occurs if IMI = P,(M) and all 
the x-segments in M are of length 1. It is always possible to choose x E G, 
x# 1 such that IMI >b,(M). Indeed, if M= {b,, b,, . . . . b,} then taking 
x = b,b;’ will provide us with at least one x-segment P E M of length not 
less than 2: P{b,, xb,, . ..}. 
More formally, let x E G, x # 1. Consider the sets of the upper elements 




The sets K, and M, are non-empty since K and A4 are finite and G is 
torsion-free. Subsets K1 and M, are defined as 
K, = Ku K,x 
M,=M\M,. 
(3.3) 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If K and A4 are subsets of G, satisfying (1.2) and (1.3), 
while x is an element of G such that x # 1 and IM( > p,(M), then 
B,(K) = Bx(W (3.4) 
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and 
KM= KIM,, (3.5) 
where KI and M, are defined in (3.3). 
Proof: Obviously, IK,( =b,(K), IM,l = P,(M). Suppose IK:,I > IM,xI. 
Then 
lK,l + IM,l = I4 + Kl + IW - IMA > IKI + IMI. (3.6) 
Let gc K, M,. Then (3.3) implies that either ge KM, E KM, or g = a,b,, 
where a, E K,x, 6, EM,. In the latter case a, = a,,~, a, E K and 
g= (a,,x)b, = ao(xb,) E KM, 
since 6,$ M, and xb, E M. This implies 
KIM, s KM. 
Using (3.6) we derive from (3.7) that 
lK,M,l d (KM1 = 1K1+ [MI - 1 < IKl( + (M,I - 1, 
(3.7) 
which contradicts (1.1). Hence IKxI < IM,I. Supposing lKxl < IM,I, we let 
K, = K\L M,=MvxM (3.8) 
(K, #a, otherwise IKI = IKK,I < IM,I < IM( in contradiction with (2.2)) 
and get the contradiction in a similar way. Consequently, lKxl = IM,I, 
which proves (3.4). It also follows that 
lK11+ IMll = I4 + WI. 
Now, by (3.7), IKIM,/ < IKMl. Suppose JK,M,I < IKMI. Then 
IK,M,I < lKMl= IK:I f /MI - 1= IK:,I + lM,l- 1, 
which again contradicts (1.1). This implies 1 K, M, ( = /KM/, and 
K,M,=KM. 1 
We note also the following 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let K, M be subsets qf G satisfying (1.2), (1.3). Let 
K,, M, be defined as in (3.3). Then 
IK,M,I = lK,I + lM,l- 1. (3.9) 
ProoJ: This is the immediate consequence of (3.4), (3.5). 1 
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We will call the transforming of K and M into K1 and M,, described by 
(3.3), as “increasing of K by x” and “decreasing of A4 by x.” Similarly, we 
will speak of “decreasing of K” and “increasing of M” by x, when transfor- 
mation is described by (3.8). In the latter case (3.4), (3.5), and (3.8) all hold 
as well, provided (KI > /l,(K). 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
4.1. Induction. Let K, M satisfy (1.2) and (1.3). Let [MI > 2. Choose 
q E G such that 
is minimal. Obviously, we can assume that s < [it41 and s > 1. The proof is 
by induction on s with Proposition 2.3 proving the case s = 1. Suppose 
s 2 2. The induction hypothesis is: for all finite subsets A, B c G, satisfying 
and 
(ABI = IAl + IBI - 1, 
if /?,(A) = /I,(B) <s for some gc G, then an element XE G, x # 1 can be 
found such that 
L(A) = B,(B) = 1. 
Now, starting with K. = K and M0 = A4 we begin by transforming Ki, Mi 
into Ki+l, Mi+l (i=O, l,...), every time increasing Ki and decreasing Mi 
by q. The number of q-segments in Ki+ 1, M,, , is not greater than that of 
Ki, Mi and by (3.9) 
IKiM, = IKil + lMil - 1. 
We stop this process as soon as the number of q-segments in K,, M, 
becomes less than s. Since M is finite (3.1) guarantees the termination of 
the process which can create one of the following situations: 
(i) The number of q-segments in K,, M, becomes less than s, while 
IM,I B 2. Then by induction 
3x E G, x # 1 such that: /?,(M,) = /?,(K,) = 1. 
But KG K, so K is contained in one (x)-coset and Proposition 2.3 com- 
pletes the proof. 
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(ii) At some step n of the process M, becomes empty. Then 
IMn-11 =BqWn-ll)=S? 
otherwise the process would have terminated earlier. We know, however, 
that 
3gEGsuchthat:B,(M,_,)<IM,_,I, 
whence /?,(A4,, _ i) < s and induction may be applied to M, ~, , K, _, . The 
proof is completed similarly to (i). 
(iii) At some step n of the process it happens that only one element 
is left in M,: IM,J = 1. This means that all the q-segments of M but one 
are of equal length, while one segment is “one element longer.” The rest of 
the work deals just with this case, which is finally proved to be impossible. 
4.2. Nontrivial Case. We are now in the situation (iii) of 4.1. From now 
on we will work mainly with subsets K,- , and M,_ , which will be hence- 
forth denoted by K and M. Thus 
JMI=s+l, (4.2.1) 
and M consists of s - 1 q-segments of length 1 and one q-segment of length 
2. Let M= {b,, qb, = b,, b,, . ..}. Denoting y= b3b;’ we notice that 
B,(M) < (Ml - 1 = s. 
If /I,(M) <s then by induction M would be an x-segment for some x E G, 
which is a contradiction to the structure of M. Therefore, assume 
Taking now the set Mb;’ instead of M, we obtain (denoting the new set 
also by M) 
M= (Lq, Y, . ..>T qzy (4.2.2) 
and, using the above argument, 
P,(M) = s Vg’gM, g#l. (4.2.3) 
We have to clarify also the structure of K. Let g be any non-trivial element 
of M. Then (4.2.3) shows that [MI > b,(M) so (3.4) implies 
B,(K) = 3, VgEM, g#l. (4.2.4) 
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Let us organize now the transformation process, decreasing K and 
increasing A4 by g. If this process will terminate in the situations similar to 
(i) or (ii) of 4.1 then the arguments used there would yield that K and M 
are segments, which is a contradiction with the structure of A4 again. 
Therefore assume that this transformation would also terminate in the 
situation similar to (iii) of 4.1. This means that K consists of s - 1 
g-segments of equal length 1 and of one g-segment of length I+ 1, so 
(KI =Zs+ 1. (4.2.5) 
We will need later the two auxiliary results on the structure of K: 
LEMMA 4.2.1. 122, SO jK\ >2s+ 1. 
Proof. Suppose the opposite and let 1 = 1, and 1 KI = IMI. For any 
XEG, xfl 
lMnxMI 6 1, (4.2.6) 
since otherwise b,(M) would be less than IMI - 1 = s and M would be a 
segment by induction. Let 
K= {a,, . . . . a,,,}, M= (bl, “‘, b,,,}. 
The elements of KM would then form a matrix 
No two rows of this matrix may have more than one pair of equal 
elements. Indeed, if, for example, it would not be so for the first two rows 
and 
al bi= a2bj, al h = a2bf, 
then, denoting x = a; ’ ai we obtain 
xbi = bj, xb, = b,, 
and IMn xMI 2 2 in contradiction with (4.2.6). The number of distinct 
elements of KM will therefore be not less than 
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whence s = 1, which is impossible. 1 
Let g be any non-trivial element of M. Denote by C,(K) the number of 
right (g)-cosets, having a non-empty intersection with K, and C,(M) the 
number of left (g)-cosets, having a non-empty intersection with M. 
LEMMA 4.2.2. Each g-segment of K and A4 belongs to a different 
( g >-coset, so 
C,(K) = C,(M) = s. (4.2.7) 
Proof Obviously, C,(K) 6 s, C,(M) d s. First, we prove that C,(K) = s. 
Suppose that C,(K) < s and let 
Cp(K) 
K= u K’ 
i=l 
be the representation of K as a disjoint union of its subsets, each belonging 
to a different (g)-coset. Let 
C&.(‘w 
M= u M’ 
i=l 
be a similar representation of M. We examine two cases. 
(i) C,(K) > C,(M). Then C,(M) 6s- 1 and (4.2.1), (4.2.3) allow us 
to pick M” EM, M” not being a segment, and satisfying 
IM”I 2 IM’I, 1 < i < C,(M). 
Then 
Cg(K) 
IKMI 2 IKM”) = 1 IlyiMml, 
i= 1 
and since by Lemma 4.2.1, [I?[ B 2, Proposition 2.3 implies 
IKiMmI 2 IK’l + IM”I Vi, 1 < i < C,(K), 
whence 
IKMI 2 IKI + C,(K). IM”I > IKl + C,(M). lM”I 2 IKI + IMI, 
which is a contradiction. 
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(ii) C,(K) < C,(M). We decrease K and increase M by g, obtaining 
K’ and M’ correspondingly. Now every g-segment of M’ consists of at least 
two elements. Also, by Lemma 4.2.1, [K’/ 3 s + 1 and we arrive at a 
contradiction similarly to (i), by choosing K’” as a subset of maximal 
order among all Kti, which is not a segment, and multiplying K’” by M’. 
Thus, we proved that C,(K) = s. 
Suppose now that C,(M) <s. Repeating arguments of (i) we once more 
get a contradiction that finally proves (4.2.7). 1 
We know that IKMl = [Kl + /MI - 1 = [Kl + s so, by (4.2.4), 
KM=KuKg VgEM, g#l. (4.2.8) 
It means that the sets of the upper elements of (right) g-segments of KM 
coincide for all non-trivial gE M. We denote this set by 
KM=KM\K. (4.2.9) 
For the proof of Theorem 1 we will need the similar result for K, which is 
proved separately in Section 5: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let q, y be two non-trivial elements of M. Then the sets 
of the upper elements of q-segments of K and of y-segments of K coincide. 
Let us denote the set of Proposition 4.2 by 1% Then (4.2.8) implies 
R= (KM)q-‘= (KM) y-l. (4.2.10) 
Let c be an arbitrary element of KG K. Then cq E KM, cq E$ K, so cq E KM. 
It means, by (4.2.10), that 
(cq)y-‘ER 
Taking cqy - ’ instead of c yields 
(cqy-‘)qy-‘ER 
Continuing in this way we will obtain an infinite number of elements, 
belonging to R: 
c(qy)-‘)iE K, i= 1, 2, . . . . 
R is finite, so for some n > 0 
(qY-‘)“= 1, 
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but G is torsion-free, so 
which is a contradiction. This proves that case (iii) of 4.1 is impossible and 
completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
5. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4.2 
Proposition 4.2 states that K, = KY (see (3.2)). Suppose the contrary. Let 
us decrease K and increase M by q, obtaining K’ and M’. Then (4.2.3) 
implies 
and (4.2.4) together with Lemma 4.2.1 yields 
(K’I = IK/ -~22. 
We will try now to determine /I,(M’). Obviously, 
/?,( M’) < I M’I - 1 = 2s, (5.1) 
since in M’ there is at least one y-segment of length not less than 2, namely 
{ 1, y, . . . }. Also, C,(M’) > C,(M) and by Lemma 4.2.1, C,(M) 2 S, whence 
/?,,(&I’) 2 s. Now, if 
s+ 1 qJ,(M’)<2s- 1 (5.2) 
then decrease M’ and increase K’ by y, obtaining M” and K”. But 
so (5.2) implies that 
IM”I = W’I -B,W’), 
s> pf”I >2. (5.3) 
We know that there exist g E G, g # 1, such that 
Bgw-f”) < IM”I, 
so (5.3) allows us to apply induction again and conclude that K and M are 
segments, which is a contradiction. In view of (5.1) only two cases are left 
for consideration: 
Case (i): B,(M) = S, 
Case (ii): P,(M) = 2s. 
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Case (i). Assume /3,(M) = s. We state that there are no y-segments of 
length 1 in M’. Indeed, if there were such segments, then, decreasing M’ 
and increasing K’ by y, we would obtain M” and K” with P,(M”) <s and 
IA4”I = s + 12 2, so applying induction we get a contradiction as bebore. 
Assume, therefore, that M’ consists of s- 1 y-segments of length 2 and one 
y-segment of length 3. Since we supposed Proposition 4.2 to be wrong, let 
XEK’flK,. 
(5.4) 
We need two simple lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let b be any non-trivial element of M. Then yb c$ M’. 
Proof: Suppose yb E M’. Then 
x( yb) E K’M’ = KM, 
according to the set transformation property (3.5). But (5.4) implies 
xy E KM and xy 4 K, so (see (4.2.9)) 
xy E KM, 
and xy is an upper element of some b-segment of KM. Applying now 
Lemma 4.2.2 we see that every (b)-coset contains at most one b-segment, 
so 
tv)b4KM 
which is a contradiction. 1 
LEMMA 5.2. If b,, b,, and 6, are any non-trivial elements of M then 
b, Zbzb,. 
Proof If b, = b,b, then we obtain two b,-segments of length at least 2 
in M: Q, = { 1, b,,... } and Q2= (b,, b,, . ..}. which is a contradiction to 
(4.2.3). 1 
Consider now the y-segment of M’ that contains q. By the argument 
given above, it has length not less than 2, so either yqE M’ or y-‘qcM’. 
The former case is impossible according to Lemma 5.1, so 
y-‘qcM’. 
Since M’ = M v qM we obtain that either 
y-‘q=b,, (5.5) 
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or 
Y-‘q=qb,, (5.6) 
where bj is some non-trivial element of M. However, (5.5) implies q = yb,, 
which is impossible by Lemma 5.2, so (5.6) holds. Recall now that M’ 
contains also a y-segment of length 3 - {h, yh, y*h}, where h is some 




where bj E M. If (5.7) takes place then M’ contains elements of the form ybj 
and Lemma 5.1 implies that x = bj = 1. But then y2 E M’, which contradicts 
Lemma 5.1. Thus, (5.8) holds. We now use the same arguments regarding 
another element from this segment, yh E M’. Either 
yh = b,, (5.9) 
or 
yh = qb/, (5.10) 
where b,E M. Suppose (5.9) holds, then y*h = yblE M’ and Lemma 5.1 
implies that b, = 1 and y-i = h. Then (5.8) and (5.6) yield 
Y --I = qb,q-’ = qb,, 
and 6, = qb,. Lemma 5.2 would then imply that b, = 1, which was proved to 




bj = bib,. 
Lemma 5.2 shows that b, = 1, so yh = q and 
y*h = yq E M’, 
which is a contradiction according to Lemma 5.2. Thus, we got a 
contradiction in Case(i). 
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Case (ii). Assume now P,(M’)=2s. Lemma 4.2.1 shows that there 
exists a y-segment P of length not less than 2 in K’ and we may assume 
P= { 1, y, . ..}. Then 




IK’I >2s+ 1. 
Let us determine P,(K’). We know that B,(K) = s and that K’ is obtained 
by extracting s elements out of K, so 
BJK’) G 23, 
since taking out an element we add at most one segment to a set. Thus, 
IK’I > B,(K) and Proposition 3.1 implies 
p,(r) = 2s. 
By Lemma 4.2.2, C,(K) = s. Let 
Cy(K’) 
K’= u K’i 
i=l 
(5.11) 
be the representation of K’ as a disjoint union of its subsets, each belonging 
to a different ( y )-coset. Then, since CJK’) < C,(K), there exist K’” c K’, 
1 <m < C,(p), such that 
(see (4.2.5)). Let 
Cy(M’) 
M’= (J &f” 
i=l 
be a corresponding representation of M’. Suppose that there exist M’” 
E M’ with 
IA4’“I 2 3. 
Then, according to (5.1 l), at least one of K” is bound not to be a segment, 
and 
Cy(K’) CyW’) 
IK’M’I 2 IK’M’“I = c IKfiM’“I ) 1 IK”I + 2s. 
i=l i=l 
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Hence, 
which is a contradiction. Hence 
IA4”I < 2, Vi, 1 Q i < CJM’), 
so CJM’) 2 s + 1. Multiplying again K’” by M’ we obtain 
IK’M’I 2 IK’“M’I 2 p4’I + (Z- l)(s+ l)= IM’I + IR’J - 1 + (/- l), 
whence I= 1. Thus, Case (ii) also implies a contradiction. This completes 
the proof of Proposition 4.2. 
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